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Abstract: In structural neuroimaging studies, reduced cerebral cortical thickness in orbital and
ventromedial prefrontal regions is frequently interpreted as reflecting an impaired ability
to downregulate neuronal activity in the amygdalae. Unfortunately, little research has
been conducted in order to test this conjecture. We examine the extent to which
amygdalar reactivity is associated with cortical thickness in a population-based sample
of adolescents. Data were obtained from the IMAGEN study, which includes 2,223
adolescents. While undergoing functional neuroimaging, participants passively viewed
video clips of a face that started from a neutral expression and progressively turned
angry, or, instead, turned to a second neutral expression. Left and right amygdala ROIs
were used to extract mean BOLD signal change for the angry minus neutral face
contrast for all subjects. T1-weighted images were processed through the CIVET
pipeline (version 2.1.0). In variable-centered analyses, amygdalar reactivity was
regressed on local cortical thickness using first and second-order linear models. In a
follow-up person-centered analysis, we defined a “high reactive” group of participants
based on mean amygdalar BOLD signal change for the angry minus neutral face
contrast. Between-group differences in cortical thickness were examined (“high
reactive” versus all other participants). A significant association was revealed between
the continuous measure of amygdalar reactivity and bilateral ventromedial prefrontal
cortical thickness in a second-order linear model (p < 0.05, corrected). Analyzing
amygdalar reactivity as a dichotomous variable revealed that the “high reactive” group,
in comparison to all other participants, possessed reduced cortical thickness in bilateral
orbital and ventromedial prefrontal cortices, bilateral anterior temporal cortices, left
caudal middle temporal gyrus, and the left inferior and middle frontal gyri (p < 0.05,
corrected). Results are consistent with non-human primate studies, and provide
empirical support for an association between reduced prefrontal cortical thickness and
amygdalar reactivity. Future research will likely benefit from investigating the degree to
which psychopathology qualifies relations between prefrontal cortical structure and
amygdalar reactivity.
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Reviewer Comments:
“Please note that we are inclined to accept the manuscript for publication once you
provide the required figure in the supplement and take a stand about the effect size of
the depicted nonlinear relationship in the discussion (as requested by one of the
reviewers).”
Thank you—this is great news.
We have added the scatter plot as a supplemental figure, and commented on the
relatively small effect size.
Reviewer #2: The authors addressed my concerns sufficiently well.
Thank you for this feedback.
With respect to one of the concerns of the other reviewer and the non-linear
relationship between cortical thickness and the responsiveness of the amygdala I
recommend to include the scatter plot of residualized average thickness of right
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vmPFC cluster and angry minus neutral face contrast value in the supplement.
As requested, we have added this figure.
This figure seems to indicate that the effect size of the quadratic relationship is not
substantial (although the parameter significantly differs from zero). The authors should
elaborate a bit more on their interpretation of this finding in the discussion.
We understand the reviewer’s point and have added the following to the limitations
portion of the discussion:
“Lastly, in our variable-centered analysis, it should be noted that the effect size of the
observed quadratic association was relatively small (R2 = 0.013). Ventromedial
prefrontal cortical thickness is likely just one of myriad brain factors associated with
amygdalar reactivity. Factors such as white matter microstructure in pathways such as
the uncinate fasciculus may be important moderating factors when assessing the
association between cortical structure and amygdalar reactivity. Future multimodal
studies are needed to more fully elucidate such relations.”
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ABSTRACT 95 
 96 
In structural neuroimaging studies, reduced cerebral cortical thickness in orbital and 97 
ventromedial prefrontal regions is frequently interpreted as reflecting an impaired ability 98 
to downregulate neuronal activity in the amygdalae. Unfortunately, little research has 99 
been conducted in order to test this conjecture. We examine the extent to which 100 
amygdalar reactivity is associated with cortical thickness in a population-based sample 101 
of adolescents. Data were obtained from the IMAGEN study, which includes 2,223 102 
adolescents. While undergoing functional neuroimaging, participants passively viewed 103 
video clips of a face that started from a neutral expression and progressively turned 104 
angry, or, instead, turned to a second neutral expression. Left and right amygdala ROIs 105 
were used to extract mean BOLD signal change for the angry minus neutral face 106 
contrast for all subjects. T1-weighted images were processed through the CIVET 107 
pipeline (version 2.1.0). In variable-centered analyses, amygdalar reactivity was 108 
regressed on local cortical thickness using first and second-order linear models. In a 109 
follow-up person-centered analysis, we defined a “high reactive” group of participants 110 
based on mean amygdalar BOLD signal change for the angry minus neutral face 111 
contrast. Between-group differences in cortical thickness were examined (“high reactive” 112 
versus all other participants). A significant association was revealed between the 113 
continuous measure of amygdalar reactivity and bilateral ventromedial prefrontal cortical 114 
thickness in a second-order linear model (p < 0.05, corrected). Analyzing amygdalar 115 
reactivity as a dichotomous variable revealed that the “high reactive” group, in 116 
comparison to all other participants, possessed reduced cortical thickness in bilateral 117 
orbital and ventromedial prefrontal cortices, bilateral anterior temporal cortices, left 118 
caudal middle temporal gyrus, and the left inferior and middle frontal gyri (p < 0.05, 119 
corrected). Results are consistent with non-human primate studies, and provide 120 
empirical support for an association between reduced prefrontal cortical thickness and 121 
amygdalar reactivity. Future research will likely benefit from investigating the degree to 122 
which psychopathology qualifies relations between prefrontal cortical structure and 123 
amygdalar reactivity. 124 
 125 
 126 
 127 
 128 
 129 
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INTRODUCTION 130 
 131 
Among primates, dense anatomical connections exist between regions of the prefrontal 132 
cortex and the amygdalae (1-4). Given these anatomical connections, it has long been 133 
posited that prefrontal regions provide “top-down” modulation of amygdalar functioning 134 
(1-4). In support of this notion, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies of 135 
emotion regulation have implicated prefrontal regions in the regulation of amygdalar 136 
activity (5-12).  Specifically, across such studies, effective forms of emotion regulation 137 
have been associated with increased activation in prefrontal areas, as well as 138 
concomitant decreases in amygdalar activation.   139 
 140 
In surface-based studies of human cortical morphology, reduced cortical thickness in 141 
prefrontal areas—particularly in orbital and ventromedial prefrontal regions—has 142 
commonly been interpreted as reflecting an impaired ability to regulate limbic structures 143 
like the amygdalae (13-15). Despite the prevalence of such conjecture, little research 144 
has been performed in order to directly test this speculation. To our knowledge, only one 145 
study has directly tested the extent to which cerebral cortical thickness is associated with 146 
amygdalar reactivity (16). Studying 20 healthy human adults (12 males, 8 females; mean 147 
age, 35.1 ± 12.7 years), Foland-Ross et al. (2010) tested the extent to which activation 148 
in the left amygdala during cognitive evaluation of negative emotional facial expressions 149 
was related to prefrontal cortical thickness. Specifically, during cognitive evaluation of 150 
negative emotional facial expressions, participants chose one of two words that best 151 
described the emotional face presented on the screen. Citing a host of prior animal and 152 
human studies demonstrating suppression of amygdalar activity by ventral prefrontal 153 
cortical areas (14, 17-21), the authors hypothesized that participants with reduced 154 
prefrontal cortical thickness would exhibit greater amygdalar activation—reflecting a 155 
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diminished capacity to downregulate the amygdalae during the affect labeling task. As 156 
hypothesized, the authors found that amygdalar activation during the labeling task was 157 
negatively correlated with cortical thickness in the left ventromedial prefrontal cortex 158 
(vmPFC).  159 
 160 
It remains unclear if such structure-function relations exist across the developmental 161 
span, including during childhood and adolescence. Given that adolescence is 162 
accompanied by a dramatic increase in mood disorders (22), characterizing fronto-limbic 163 
relations during this developmental window may help shed light on neurodevelopmental 164 
processes associated with the emergence of psychopathology. Further, it is possible that 165 
sex qualifies relations between cortical structure and amygdalar reactivity; unfortunately, 166 
prior research may not have been adequately powered to detect sex differences. Indeed, 167 
a growing literature indicates that sex hormone levels in developing youths influence 168 
cortico-limbic maturation, including fronto-amygdalar networks (23-27). Similarly, recent 169 
resting state functional connectivity research suggests unique patterns of cortico-170 
amygdalar connectivity between sexes during adolescence (28).    171 
 172 
In the present study, we investigate the extent to which amygdalar reactivity to angry 173 
faces is associated with cerebral cortical thickness in a large population-based sample of 174 
adolescents. Based on non-human primate tracer studies of fronto-amygdalar 175 
anatomical connectivity, we hypothesize that reduced cortical thickness in ventromedial 176 
prefrontal cortices will be associated with increased amygdalar activation to negatively 177 
valenced emotional stimuli. We utilize a publicly available probabilistic atlas of vmPFC 178 
cytoarchitecture in an attempt to reveal which vmPFC subdivisions are most significantly 179 
associated with amygdalar reactivity (Supplemental Figure 1). We also investigate the 180 
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degree to which sex qualifies the relationship between cerebral cortical structure and 181 
amygdalar reactivity. 182 
 183 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 184 
 185 
 186 
Participants 187 
 188 
Neuroimaging and behavioral data were obtained from the IMAGEN study conducted 189 
across 8 European sites in France, the United Kingdom, Ireland, and Germany, which 190 
includes 2,223 adolescents recruited from schools at age 14 years. Local ethics 191 
research committees approved the study at each site (London: Psychiatry, Nursing and 192 
Midwifery (PNM) Research Ethics Subcommittee (RESC), Waterloo Campus, King's 193 
College London. Nottingham: University of Nottingham Medical School Ethics 194 
Committee. Mannheim: Medizinische Fakultaet Mannheim, Ruprecht Karl Universitaet 195 
Heidelberg and Ethik-Kommission II an der Fakultaet fuer Kliniksche Medizin Mannheim. 196 
Dresden: Ethikkommission der Medizinischen Fakultaet Carl Gustav Carus, TU Dresden 197 
Medizinische Fakultaet. Hamburg: Ethics board, Hamburg Chamber of Physicians. 198 
Paris: CPP IDF VII (Comité de protection des personnes Ile de France), ID RCB: 2007-199 
A00778-45 September 24th 2007. Dublin: TCD School of Psychology REC. Berlin: 200 
ethics committee of the Faculty of Psychology). Written consent was obtained from the 201 
parent or guardian as well as verbal assent from the adolescent. A detailed description 202 
of recruitment and assessment procedures has been published elsewhere (29). In the 203 
present study, a total of 1,753 participants possessed quality controlled neuroimaging 204 
data and complete demographic data.  205 
 206 
 207 
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Demographic Measures 208 
 209 
The puberty development scale (PDS) was administered to assess the pubertal status of 210 
study participants (30). The socioeconomic status (SES) score was derived by summing 211 
the following variables: Mother’s Education Score, Father’s Education Score, Family 212 
Stress Unemployment Score, Financial Difficulties Score, Home Inadequacy Score, 213 
Neighborhood Score, Financial Crisis Score, Mother Employed Score, and Father 214 
Employed Score (31).  215 
 216 
 217 
MRI acquisition  218 
 219 
MRI scanning was conducted at the eight IMAGEN assessment sites using 3T whole 220 
body MRI systems (29). Participants underwent MRI scanning for approximately one 221 
hour in order to collect a combination of structural and functional imaging data. 3D T1-222 
weighted images were acquired using a magnetization prepared gradient echo 223 
sequence based on the ADNI protocol (http://adni.loni.usc.edu/methods/mri-tool/mri-224 
analysis/), which utilizes protocols developed to minimize image differences across 225 
scanner makes and models. With regard to the functional task used in the present study, 226 
160 volumes were obtained per participant, with each volume consisting of 40 slices. 227 
Slices were aligned relative to the anterior commissure - posterior commissure line (2.4 228 
mm thickness, 1 mm gap, TR = 2.20 s, TE = 30 ms). Please see Schumann et al. (2010) 229 
for further details. 230 
 231 
Processing of Functional MRI 232 
 233 
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In the faces fMRI task, participants passively viewed video clips that contained either a 234 
person's face or a control stimulus. This task was created by Grosbras and Paus (2006) 235 
and required participants to passively view a series of short (2–5 s) video clips displaying 236 
a face that started from a neutral expression and progressively turned angry, or, 237 
progressively turned to a second neutral expression (32). The control stimuli contained 238 
expanding and contracting concentric circles of various contrasts, roughly matching the 239 
contrast and motion characteristics of the face stimuli. These control images were 240 
created and originally implemented by Beauchamp et al. (2003) and were included to 241 
account for neural activity associated with viewing non-biological motion (33). All stimuli 242 
were presented as 18 s blocks, with 4–7 video clips per block during a face block. Each 243 
run was comprised of 5 blocks of neutral faces and 5 blocks of angry faces. 244 
 245 
Pre-processing of echo-planar imaging data was performed using SPM8 (Statistical 246 
Parametric Mapping, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Time series data were initially 247 
corrected for slice timing, and subsequently corrected for movement, non-linearly 248 
warped into MNI space, and spatially smoothed at 5 mm-FWHM. Functional activation 249 
maps were generated with SPM8 and regressed using a general linear model with AR 250 
noise model against a design-matrix modeling each 18 second block of stimulus 251 
presentation. Contrast images were obtained for the main effect of angry faces and 252 
neutral faces, as well as for differential activation of angry minus neutral faces. Left and 253 
right amygdala ROIs (from the Harvard-Oxford Subcortical Atlas, thresholded at 50 254 
percent probability and binarized) were used to extract mean BOLD signal change for 255 
the angry face minus neutral face contrast for all subjects (Supplemental Figure 2).   256 
 257 
Processing of Structural MRI 258 
 259 
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Quality controlled native MR images were processed through the CIVET pipeline 260 
(version 2.1.0) using the CBRAIN platform (34). As described in detail previously (35), 261 
the following steps were performed as part of the CIVET pipeline (36). First, native MR 262 
images were linearly registered to a standardized MNI-Talairach space based on the 263 
ICBM152 dataset in order to account for volumetric differences between subjects (37-264 
39). Second, the N3 algorithm was implemented in order to correct for intensity non-265 
uniformity artifacts (40). Third, classification of white matter (WM), gray matter (GM), and 266 
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was performed using the INSECT algorithm (41). Fourth, the 267 
CLASP algorithm was used to generate high-resolution hemispheric surfaces (40,962 268 
vertices per hemisphere) (42-45). Hemispheric surfaces were generated for both the 269 
WM/GM interface and GM/CSF interface. Fifth, surfaces for each hemisphere were non-270 
linearly registered to an average surface created from the ICBM152 dataset (38, 43, 46). 271 
A reverse linear transformation was carried out on each subject’s images, and cortical 272 
thickness estimations were calculated at each cortical point in native space using the 273 
tlink metric (47, 48). As a final step, subjects’ cortical thickness maps were blurred using 274 
a 20-millimeter full width at half maximum surface-based diffusion smoothing kernel (49), 275 
providing optimal sensitivity for cortical thickness analysis (48).    276 
 277 
Statistical Analysis 278 
 279 
Cortical thickness analyses were performed using SurfStat, a toolbox created for 280 
MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts) by Dr. Keith Worsley 281 
(http://www.math.mcgill.ca/keith/surfstat/). First, a continuous measure of amygdalar 282 
reactivity (i.e., mean amygdalar BOLD signal change for angry minus neutral face 283 
contrast) was regressed on local cerebral cortical thickness using first and second-order 284 
linear models:  285 
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 286 
Y = 1 + b1Amy + b2Age + b3Sex + b4Site + b5Hand + b6TBV + b7PDS + b8SES + b9IQPR 287 
+ b10IQVC  288 
 289 
Y = 1 + b1Amy + b2Amy^2 + b3Age + b4Sex + b5Site + b6Hand + b7TBV + b8PDS + 290 
b9SES + b10IQPR + b11IQVC).  291 
 292 
where “Amy” refers to the angry minus neutral face contrast value. In a follow-up person-293 
centered analysis, we defined a “high reactive” group as participants falling 1.5 standard 294 
deviations above mean amygdalar BOLD signal change for the angry minus neutral face 295 
contrast (corresponding, approximately, to the upper 5% of participants in the present 296 
sample). Imposing this statistical cut-off resulted in 90 “high reactive” participants, and 297 
1663 controls. Between-group differences in cortical thickness were examined (“high 298 
reactive” versus all other participants) using the following model:  299 
 300 
Y = 1 + b1Group + b2Age + b3Sex + b4Site + b5Hand + b6TBV + b7PDS + b8SES + 301 
b9IQPR + b10IQVC  302 
 303 
Age, total brain volume, sex, site, handedness, SES, Performance IQ, Verbal IQ, and 304 
pubertal development were controlled for in all vertex-wise surface-based analyses (both 305 
variable- and person-centered analyses). In order to examine the extent to which the 306 
association between amygdalar reactivity and cortical thickness was qualified by sex, a 307 
“sex by Amy” interaction term was tested in first and second-order linear models. 308 
Similarly, a “sex by Group” interaction term was added to the model used in the follow-309 
up analysis.  310 
 311 
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To account for multiple comparisons, random field theory (RFT) correction was applied 312 
to the entire cortical surface (50). In order to identify significant clusters, an initial height 313 
threshold of p ≤ .001 was implemented at the vertex level, and a corrected familywise 314 
error (p ≤ .05) was subsequently applied. Further, vertex-level RFT thresholding was 315 
implemented using the vertex-wise RFT critical t-value which was calculated from the 316 
expected Euler characteristic and number of resolution elements, or “resels” (50).  317   318 
 319 
 320 
RESULTS 321 
 322 
Demographic Measures 323 
 324 
Demographic information for participants is summarized in Table 1. Participants in the 325 
“high reactive” group possessed significantly lower Performance IQs relative to all other 326 
participants. No other significant differences were revealed between groups.   327 
 328 
Amygdalar Reactivity and Cortical Thickness 329 
 330 
No significant first-order linear associations were found between the continuous 331 
measure of amygdalar reactivity and cerebral cortical thickness. Testing of a second-332 
order linear model revealed a significant quadratic association between amygdalar 333 
reactivity and ventromedial prefrontal cortical thickness (Figure 1 and Table 2). Applying 334 
the Mackey and Petrides (2014) human vmPFC atlas, significant cluster-wise 335 
associations were revealed, bilaterally, in areas 25, 14c, 14m, 14r, and 32 (51).  336 
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Probing of the quadratic association revealed a weak non-significant positive association 337 
between cortical thickness and amygdalar reactivity at negative values for the angry 338 
minus neutral face contrast; however, this pattern reversed such that a significant 339 
inverse association between cortical thickness and amygdalar reactivity was observed at 340 
positive (t0.5) angry minus neutral face contrast values (Figure 2 and Supplemental 341 
Figure 3).  342 
 343 
Group analyses revealed that the “high reactive” group, in comparison to all other 344 
participants, possessed reduced cortical thickness in bilateral orbital and ventromedial 345 
prefrontal cortices, bilateral anterior temporal cortices, left caudal middle temporal gyrus, 346 
as well as portions of the left inferior and middle frontal gyri (p < 0.05, RFT corrected) 347 
(Figure 3 and Table 3). Given the difference in group sizes, we subsequently conducted 348 
a Levene’s test in order to test for potential heteroscedasticity. Importantly, in all 349 
significant cortical regions, there was no evidence of heteroscedasticity. Applying the 350 
Mackey and Petrides (2014) human vmPFC atlas, significant cluster-wise associations 351 
were revealed in all cytoarchitectonic subdivisions with the exception of right area 11m 352 
and left area 24 (51).  353 
 354 
In both variable- and person-centered analyses, the relationship between amygdalar 355 
reactivity and cerebral cortical thickness was not moderated by sex.    356 
 357 
 358 
DISCUSSION 359  360 
 361 
In many structural neuroimaging studies, reduced cortical thickness in orbitofrontal and 362 
ventromedial prefrontal areas has been interpreted as reflecting an impaired ability to 363 
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downregulate amygdalar regions. To our knowledge, this is the largest multimodal 364 
neuroimaging study to provide support for this widespread speculation. Specifically, 365 
using both variable- and person-centered approaches, we revealed an association 366 
between high amygdalar reactivity to emotional stimuli and reduced ventromedial 367 
prefrontal cortical thickness in a large, population-based sample of adolescents. Further, 368 
results from the present study suggest that the relationship between cerebral cortical 369 
thickness and amygdalar reactivity is not influenced by sex. 370 
 371 
As hypothesized, a continuous measure of amygdalar reactivity to angry faces was 372 
associated with cortical thickness in the vmPFC, including portions of the right 373 
subgenual anterior cingulate—areas known to have strong anatomical connections with 374 
the amygdalae (52). In particular, analyzing the entire population-based sample of 375 
adolescents, we found evidence of a significant quadratic association between 376 
amygdalar reactivity and bilateral ventromedial prefrontal cortical thickness. Post hoc 377 
probing of this curvilinear relationship revealed significant inverse associations between 378 
amygdalar reactivity and ventromedial prefrontal cortical thickness at moderate to high 379 
(t0.5) angry minus neutral face contrast values. These findings appear consistent with 380 
the notion of thinner ventromedial prefrontal cortices being tied to a diminished capacity 381 
to regulate amygdalar activation in response to negatively valenced emotional stimuli 382 
(16). 383 
 384 
Using a person-centered approach, we found that the “high reactive” group, in 385 
comparison to all remaining participants, possessed reduced cortical thickness in 386 
bilateral orbital and ventromedial prefrontal cortices, bilateral anterior temporal cortices, 387 
left caudal middle temporal gyrus, and portions of the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. 388 
These results are consistent with non-human primate tracer studies indicating that 389 
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caudal orbital and medial prefrontal cortices possess the densest anatomical 390 
connections with amygdalar regions. Present findings are also consistent with the only 391 
prior study to investigate the relationship between cortical thickness and amygdalar 392 
reactivity (16). As noted, however, this prior study was conducted using a relatively small 393 
number of healthy adult participants.   394 
 395 
Participants in the “high reactive” group exhibited reduced cerebral cortical thickness in 396 
dorsolateral prefrontal regions. To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate 397 
an association between cortical thickness in dorsolateral prefrontal areas and amygdalar 398 
reactivity. This result is somewhat surprising given that dorsolateral prefrontal areas do 399 
not possess strong anatomical connections with the amygdalae (1, 2, 4). Nonetheless, 400 
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has long been implicated in cognitive, or voluntary, 401 
aspects of emotion regulation. In functional neuroimaging studies, voluntary forms of 402 
emotion regulation (e.g., cognitive reappraisal) have been consistently tied to increased 403 
activation in dorsolateral prefrontal regions, and concomitant decreases in amygdalar 404 
activity (5-10). As others have previously suggested, it is likely that dorsal prefrontal 405 
regions influence amygdalar activity through phylogenetically older areas of the cerebral 406 
cortex—such as the vmPFC—that possess anatomical connections with the amygdalae 407 
(17). Dovetailing with functional imaging studies of cognitive emotion regulation, resting 408 
state functional connectivity studies of the amygdalae indicate that amygdalar activity, at 409 
rest, is negatively associated with activity in dorsal prefrontal and inferior parietal 410 
cortices (53-55). Results from the present study provide further support for functional 411 
antagonism between portions of the DLPFC and the amygdalae.     412 
 413 
Whereas Foland-Ross (2010) examined the relationship between amygdalar activation 414 
and ventromedial prefrontal cortical thickness during cognitive evaluation of negative 415 
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emotional faces (i.e., affect labeling task), the present study utilized a functional probe 416 
that involved only passive viewing of neutral and negative emotional faces. Thus, our 417 
results suggest that amygdalar reactivity is related to ventromedial prefrontal cortical 418 
thickness during passive viewing of emotional stimuli, and further support the vmPFC’s 419 
putative role in automatic or involuntary aspects of human emotion regulation (56).     420 
 421 
Several limitations of the present study should be noted. In rodent models of chronic 422 
stress, structural changes and increased neuronal excitability have been reported in the 423 
amygdalae (57-59). Furthermore, there is evidence that such functional and structural 424 
changes in the amygdalae undergird the emergence of anxiety-like symptoms in rodent 425 
models of chronic stress (57-59). That being said, we can only speculate as to the 426 
developmental origins of the observed structure-function relationship in the present 427 
study. As members of our group have previously discussed (35), it is possible that 428 
reduced thickness in prefrontal regulatory regions—reflecting compromised 429 
cytoarchitectonic integrity—results in a diminished capacity to downregulate amygdalar 430 
activity. It is also possible that increased amygdalar reactivity, over time, results in 431 
structural damage to prefrontal cortices through continued activation of the 432 
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and resultant release of cortisol (60-63). Both 433 
of these processes could potentially account for the structure-function association in the 434 
present study; future studies, however, are needed to directly test these potential 435 
explanations. We cannot rule out the possibility that structure-function relations observed 436 
in the present study reflect parallel, experience-driven developmental processes that are 437 
independent of underlying anatomical connectivity. With regard to our group analyses, it 438 
should be noted that the ‘high reactive’ group possessed significantly lower Performance 439 
IQs relative to all other participants. We cannot rule out the possibility that this difference 440 
in Performance IQ may have contributed to the observed cortical thickness differences. 441 
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To address this issue, we examined the relationship between Performance IQ and 442 
cortical thickness while controlling for age, total brain volume, sex, site, handedness, 443 
SES, Verbal IQ, and pubertal development. Critically, no significant associations were 444 
revealed between Performance IQ and cortical thickness. Further, no trend-level 445 
associations (p<0.005 uncorrected) were observed in any of the cortical regions that 446 
were related to amygdalar reactivity (in both whole sample second-order linear model 447 
results, and group results). Given the age of participants in the present study, it is 448 
unclear the extent to which our findings generalize to adult populations. Importantly, the 449 
cerebral cortex and limbic structures are still undergoing significant structural change 450 
during this developmental period (64-66), and evidence from prior imaging studies 451 
indicates that white matter pathways serving to connect the amygdalae and prefrontal 452 
cortices are continuing to mature during adolescence (67-69). Given dynamic changes in 453 
brain structure and connectivity during adolescence, caution should be taken in 454 
extending the present findings to children and adults. Lastly, in our variable-centered 455 
analysis, it should be noted that the effect size of the observed quadratic association 456 
was relatively small (R2 = 0.013). Ventromedial prefrontal cortical thickness is likely just 457 
one of myriad brain factors associated with amygdalar reactivity. Factors such as white 458 
matter microstructure in pathways such as the uncinate fasciculus may be important 459 
moderating factors when assessing the association between cortical structure and 460 
amygdalar reactivity. Future multimodal studies are needed to more fully elucidate such 461 
relations.                462 
 463 
It is noteworthy that results of the present study appear consistent with a prior report of 464 
structural covariance between amygdalar volume and cerebral cortical thickness in a 465 
large sample of typically developing youths (35). In particular, Albaugh et al. (2013) 466 
found that amygdalar volume was negatively associated with cortical thickness in 467 
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orbitofrontal, ventromedial, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices. A similar pattern of 468 
results has been reported in a large adult sample (70). 469 
  470 
Although the aim of the present study was to characterize relations between amygdalar 471 
reactivity and cerebral cortical structure, future studies will likely benefit from 472 
investigating the extent to which forms of psychopathology moderate these structure-473 
function relations. It is possible that such relations between cerebral cortical structure 474 
and amygdalar reactivity may not only have ties to concomitant psychopathology, but 475 
also have predictive utility for the emergence of future psychopathology. In addition, 476 
ongoing prospective longitudinal studies, such as the Adolescent Brain and Cognitive 477 
Development (ABCD) study, may help to shed light on how the observed relations 478 
between cerebral cortical structure and amygdalar reactivity develop across childhood 479 
and adolescence. 480 
 481 
 482 
 483 
 484 
 485 
 486 
 487 
 488 
 489 
 490 
 491 
 492 
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TABLE 1: Demographic summary for amygdalar reactivity groups. 507 
 508 
 High Reactive Group 
M(SD) 
(n = 90) 
Control 
M(SD) 
(n = 1663) 
t or Χ2 
value 
 
p value 
Age (yrs) 14.42(0.42) 14.43(0.41) 0.111 0.912 
Sex Males = 51(56.7%) Males = 797(47.9%) 2.612 0.106 
SES 17.43(3.71) 17.90(3.92) 1.108 0.268 
IQPR 103.77(13.81) 108.21(14.06) 2.918 0.004* 
IQVC 109.62(16.04) 110.54(14.03) 0.602 0.547 
PDS 2.87(0.55) 2.91(0.56) 0.724 0.469 
Brain Volume (mm3) 1442.20(134.40) 1425.22(131.59) -1.191 0.234 
 509 
SES = socioeconomic status; puberty = pubertal development scale; IQ PR = 510 
performance IQ; IQ VC = verbal IQ 511 
 512 
* = p < 0.007 (corrected significance value) 513 
 514 
 515 
TABLE 2: Peak areas in which local cerebral cortical thickness was associated with the 516 
continuous measure of amygdalar activation (i.e., angry minus neutral face contrast) in a 517 
second-order (quadratic) model over the whole sample. 518 
 519 
Peak Vertex Location t-statistic MNI Coordinates 
Left frontal orbital cortex -4.43 -15.82, -1.38, -13.56 
Right subcallosal cortex -4.15 4.73, 16.55, -22.88 
Right subcallosal and frontal orbital cortex -4.11 7.51, 6.91, -14.99 
Left subcallosal and frontal orbital cortex -4.08 -14.81, 10.24, -17.28 
 520 
 521 
TABLE 3: Peak areas in which local cerebral cortical thickness was significantly reduced 522 
in the “high reactive” group relative to all other participants. 523 
 524 
Peak Vertex Location t-statistic MNI Coordinates (x,y,z) 
Left subcallosal and frontal orbital cortex -5.23 -11.49, 14.36, -15.67 
Right subcallosal cortex -4.87 3.87, 16.10, -7.56 
Left precentral and inferior frontal gyrus -4.19 -53.88, 6.97, 8.79 
Left middle temporal gyrus and angular gyrus -3.83 -63.43, -48.02, 6.16 
 525 
 526 
 527 
 528 
 529 
 530 
 531 
 532 
 533 
 534 
 535 
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FIGURE 1: 536 
 537 
Brain areas in which local cerebral cortical thickness is associated with the continuous 538 
measure of amygdalar activation (i.e., angry minus neutral face contrast) in a second-539 
order (quadratic) model over the whole sample (n = 1753). Figure is shown at p ≤ 0.05, 540 
RFT corrected. Blue areas are significant at the cluster level and red color corresponds 541 
to areas significant at the vertex level. Controlled for age, total brain volume, sex, site, 542 
handedness, Performance IQ, Verbal IQ, SES and pubertal development. Colored 543 
borders correspond to the maximum symmetric probability map derived from the 544 
cytoarchtectonic studies of Mackey & Petrides (2014).  545 
 546 
FIGURE 2:  547 
 548 
The relationship between cortical thickness and angry minus neutral face contrast value 549 
(averaged across bilateral amygdalar ROI) at varying levels of angry minus neutral face 550 
contrast values (-1.5, -1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5). In top row, colors represent t-statistic 551 
values associated with regression coefficient. Bottom row depicts RFT-corrected results 552 
(p ≤ 0.05). Blue areas are significant at the cluster level and red color corresponds to 553 
areas significant at the vertex level. Controlled for age, total brain volume, sex, site, 554 
handedness, Performance IQ, Verbal IQ, SES and pubertal development. 555 
 556 
 557 
FIGURE 3: 558 
 559 
Brain areas in which local cerebral cortical thickness was significantly reduced in the 560 
“high reactive” group (n = 90) relative to all other participants (n = 1663). Random field 561 
theory was used to correct for multiple comparisons over the entire cortical mantle. 562 
Figure is shown at p ≤ 0.05, RFT corrected. Blue areas are significant at the cluster level 563 
and red color corresponds to areas significant at the vertex level. Controlled for age, 564 
total brain volume, sex, site, handedness, Performance IQ, Verbal IQ, SES and pubertal 565 
development. Colored borders correspond to the maximum symmetric probability map 566 
derived from the cytoarchtectonic studies of Mackey & Petrides (2014).  567 
 568 
 569 
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 1: 570  571 
Surface-based representation of maximum symmetric probability map derived from the 572 
cytoarchtectonic studies of Mackey & Petrides (2014). Colors correspond to the following 573 
cytoarchitectonic areas: red = 11m; blue = 14r’; pink lavender = 14r; lime green = 14c; 574 
yellow = 25; orange = 14m; dark green = 32; magenta = 24 575 
 576 
 577 
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 2: 578  579 
Depiction of left and right amygdala ROIs (from the Harvard-Oxford Subcortical Atlas, 580 
thresholded at 50 percent probability and binarized) that were used to extract the mean 581 
BOLD signal from the angry face minus neutral face contrast. 582  583  584  585 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 3: 586  587 
Scatter plot depicting quadratic association between residualized average thickness of 588 
right vmPFC cluster (adjusted for age, total brain volume, sex, site, handedness, 589 
Performance IQ, Verbal IQ, SES and pubertal development) and angry minus neutral 590 
face contrast value (mean value for left and right amygdalae).  591 
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